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Controlled fragmentation of multimaterial fibres
and films via polymer cold-drawing
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Polymer cold-drawing1–4 is a process in which tensile stress reduces
the diameter of a drawn fibre (or thickness of a drawn film) and
orients the polymeric chains. Cold-drawing has long been used
in industrial applications5–7, including the production of flexible
fibres with high tensile strength such as polyester and nylon8,9.
However, cold-drawing of a composite structure has been less
studied. Here we show that in a multimaterial fibre10,11 composed
of a brittle core embedded in a ductile polymer cladding, colddrawing results in a surprising phenomenon: controllable and
sequential fragmentation of the core to produce uniformly sized
rods along metres of fibre, rather than the expected random
or chaotic fragmentation. These embedded structures arise
from mechanical–geometric instabilities associated with ‘neck’
propagation2,3. Embedded, structured multimaterial threads with
complex transverse geometry are thus fragmented into a periodic
train of rods held stationary in the polymer cladding. These rods
can then be easily extracted via selective dissolution of the cladding,
or can self-heal by thermal restoration to re-form the brittle thread.
Our method is also applicable to composites with flat rather than
cylindrical geometries, in which case cold-drawing leads to the
break-up of an embedded or coated brittle film into narrow parallel
strips that are aligned normally to the drawing axis. A range of
materials was explored to establish the universality of this effect,
including silicon, germanium, gold, glasses, silk, polystyrene,
biodegradable polymers and ice. We observe, and verify through
nonlinear finite-element simulations, a linear relationship between
the smallest transverse scale and the longitudinal break-up period.
These results may lead to the development of dynamical and
thermoreversible camouflaging via a nanoscale Venetian-blind
effect, and the fabrication of large-area structured surfaces that
facilitate high-sensitivity bio-detection.
When a longitudinal tensile stress is applied to a ductile polymer
fibre or sheet, the mechanical instability known as ‘necking’ reduces the
transverse dimensions of the sample and longitudinally orients the constituent chains2–4. The necked region is initially localized, but expands
uniformly via propagation of the ‘shoulder’ into undeformed regions of
the polymer until the neck is fully developed and extends throughout
the sample length (Fig. 1). The polymer is consequently left in a new,
anisotropic phase with potentially superior mechanical and/or optical
properties1,5. For example, in the original observation of cold-drawing1,
a highly oriented, transparent and robust neck developed in an initially opaque and brittle polyester fibre. Commercial applications that
exploited the large tensile strength, low weight and high flexibility of
cold-drawn synthetic polymer fibres soon followed5–7. After decades
of experimental and theoretical research1–9, cold-drawing is now
reasonably well-understood at a phenomenological level.
To date, investigations of cold-drawing have focused on the changes
that occur in monolithic structures (composed of a single material)

upon propagation of the shoulder, as well as further deformation
leading to material failure4. Studies of the cold-drawing of polymer
composites have primarily concentrated on improving the mechanical
properties of bulk materials via fibre reinforcement12–14. Conversely,
the study of fibre-reinforced composites has concentrated on fracture
phenomena driven by stress-transfer in a matrix15–17. Here we report
a new dynamical phenomenon that exploits cold-drawing in multimaterial composite structures—in the form-factor of a cylindrical fibre
or a flat film (Fig. 1b–d)—and combines disparate materials, only
one of which (a thermoplastic polymer) is amenable to cold-drawing.
The mechanical–geometric mismatch between the ductile polymer
(which undergoes cold-drawing) and the other, relatively brittle material (which does not) is harnessed as a scalable, mechanical pathway
to produce a wide variety of complex multi-component nano- and
microstructures with arbitrary cross-sectional geometries through
the controllable local fragmentation of the brittle materials within the
axially propagating polymer shoulders.
We start by describing our observations in the context of the cylindrical multimaterial fibre shown in Fig. 1e, f. The fibre consists of a
20-μm-diameter glass core (the inorganic chalcogenide glass As2Se3)
embedded in a 1-mm-diameter polymer cladding (the thermoplastic
polymer polyethersulfone, PES)10,11. Fibres can be tens of metres in
length; see Supplementary Information for fibre fabrication. The use
of PES is not required; we have reproduced our results in fibres made
of other thermoplastic polymers, including polycarbonate, polyetherimide, polysulfone and cyclic olefin polymer. At room temperature, the
core is brittle whereas the polymer is ductile. At a homogeneous uniaxial extension of a few per cent, necks form locally and extend until the
fibre is fully drawn. Videos capturing the neck expansion and shoulder
propagation along the fibre in real time reveal a surprising dynamical
phenomenon that takes place inside the polymer shoulders during
their propagation along the fibre (Supplementary Video 1). Although
the core is initially intact along the fibre axis, within the propagating
shoulder the glassy core fragments in an orderly sequence (upon passage of the shoulder) into a periodic train of cylindrical rods that are
held stationary in the fibre and separated by voids. As the shoulders
propagate further, they continue to fragment the core in situ until
they consume the whole length of the fibre, or until the applied stress
is removed. We harvest the glass micro-rods by selectively dissolving
the polymer with an organic solvent (dimethylacetamide, DMAC;
Fig. 1g–j); the rough faceted surfaces confirm that the rods result from
brittle fracture (Fig. 1j, inset).
This phenomenon is reminiscent of shear-lag fracture (SLF) in
fibre-reinforced composites with low interfacial strength15–17. SLF is
a quite general phenomenon occurring in composites of mechanically incompatible materials. Previous work has generally sought to
suppress SLF as a means of increasing the ductility of fibres, whereas
here we have induced a controlled form of SLF at the neck front.
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Figure 1 | Fragmentation via a cold-drawing-induced, propagating,
mechanical–geometric instability. a, Photograph of a polymer fibre
undergoing cold-drawing under axial stress at a speed of approximately
5 mm s−1. Multiple shots taken over 1 min are overlaid to highlight the
extent of fibre elongation. b–d, Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
micrographs of the propagating shoulder in polymer (PES) fibres with
cross-sections that are circular (diameter of 0.7 mm; b), rectangular (side
lengths of 0.2 mm and 1 mm; c) and equilaterally triangular (side length
of 0.4 mm; d). Scale bars, 400 μm. e, Transmission optical micrographs
of a multimaterial cylindrical fibre undergoing cold-drawing at 3 mm s−1
captured at three different stages: (i) initially intact fibre; (ii) neck
formation; and (iii) shoulder propagation, leaving behind a fractured core
after fragmentation. The cladding is a polymer ‘P’ (PES) and the core is
a glass ‘G’ (As2Se3). f, A magnified transmission micrograph of the neck
region, corresponding to the dashed black rectangle in e. The dashed white
rectangle highlights the propagating instability, wherein fragmentation
takes place. g, Schematic of selective dissolution of the polymer cladding
to retrieve intact cores. h, SEM micrograph of retrieved intact glass
cores from multiple fibres. i, j, Schematic (i) and SEM micrograph (j) of
retrieved nano-fragmented micro-rods by selective dissolution from a
cold-drawn fibre. Inset in j is an SEM micrograph of a single micro-rod.

Although a ‘local’ brittle fracture takes place, as in traditional SLF
studies, the global dynamics are different; see Extended Data Fig. 1.
We have found that this phenomenon applies to many core materials.
These materials include dense solids, such as crystalline semiconductors (Si and Ge)18, and inorganic glasses (such as silicates, phosphates,
chalcogenides and tellurites)19. Relatively brittle polymers that do not
typically undergo cold-drawing themselves can also be fragmented
in this manner—including polystyrene, the biodegradable polymer
polyethylene oxide, and even natural polymers such as silk and human
hair. Indeed, even ice inside a hollow-core polymer fibre undergoes
a similar break-up process before melting (Supplementary Fig. S6).
Systematic investigation leads to several non-intuitive findings.
First, the average length L of the glass rods is linearly proportional to
the core diameter D, as shown in Fig. 2a. Second, the linear proportionality L /D = f depends on the core material, but not on the details
of the experimental procedure (such as drawing speed, pre-stress of
the polymer cladding or fibre outer diameter). Specifically, although
the values of the strain at which necking is initiated and the final drawing ratio both depend on the fabrication conditions of the fibre, such

as the tension under which it is thermally drawn from the melt (Fig. 2c),
they do not affect f. Note that the linear L /D proportionality is ‘cut off ’
at an upper limit set by the length of the shoulder region Lshoulder: it
requires that L , D  L shoulder, Dcladding , where Dcladding is the diameter
of the fibre cladding. Third, by determining the ratio f for a wide range
of materials (Fig. 2b and Extended Data Table 1), we find empirically
that f ∝ E , where E is the Young’s modulus of the core; for example,
As2Se3 cores always have f ≈ 6, whereas tellurite glass cores have f ≈ 3.9
(Fig. 2a). Analytic treatments of SLF vary in sophistication from Cox’s
original heuristic treatment20 to Nairn’s rigorous approach15, but agree
that L /D = E /Ω , consistent with Fig. 2b. Here Ω is a characteristic
stress or energy density; for example, Ω is the Young’s modulus of the
cladding in Cox’s theory, whereas later theories yield more complicated
expressions for Ω. The data we show in Fig. 2b indicate that
Ω ≈ 0.1 GPa in our experiments, and the data in Fig. 2c reveal that
the true stress within the neck is also approximately 0.1 GPa (our key
stress scale).
These results are non-intuitive because stress distributions in the
region in which the shoulder meets un-drawn material are known to
be complex21, and the presence of the core introduces additional strain
localization due to the mechanical incompatibility between the core
and cladding. Some essential features may be captured using a simple
Considére model for core fracture in the shoulder region (Fig. 2d).
The fragmentation of glass cores may be readily understood as arising
from a mechanical–geometric instability. The Considére criterion for
necking of solid materials states that undeformed and necked regions
coexist. Within the shoulder, complex gradients of these quantities
are present, but the brittle fracture of glass cores occurs along the
‘coexistence’ line shown in Fig. 2d. The specific location along this
line at which fracture occurs is material-dependent and sets the ratio f.
Given the above-mentioned complexity of the stress distributions,
and to better understand the experimental findings, we perform nonlinear finite-element simulations of the cold-drawing process for a
typical core/cladding (As2Se3/PES) cylindrical geometry; see Methods.
Axisymmetric elements are used and the measured mechanical properties (including elastic modulus, plastic hardening and fracture) of
the core and cladding are input to the computational model (Extended
Data Fig. 2). The same tensile boundary conditions used in the experiments are applied. The simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 2e with
the contour plots of von Mises stress distributions as a function of
stretch. In step (ii), necking and core-fracture initiate, with the latter
associated with the onset of stress concentration. Necking continues
and the shoulders propagate in steps (iii) and (iv), resulting in sequential
fragmentation of the core with a length-to-diameter ratio f of the rods
that agrees with the experiments (Extended Data Table 2). As the
rods pass into the necked region, the increased stretch expands the
voids separating the fragments. The final fully drawn configuration
is shown in step (v); see Supplementary Video 2 for a video of the
simulation, and Extended Data Fig. 1 for a comparison with the more
typical stress-transfer fragmentation in fibre-reinforced composites.
As we have demonstrated through cold-drawing of fibres with rectangular and triangular cross-sections (Fig. 1c, d), the phenomena
associated with cold-drawing in multimaterial fibres are not restricted
to cylindrical geometries. In the flat-fibre geometry, new in-fibre fragmentation phenomena are observed. In particular, when a thin brittle film is embedded in such a fibre (Fig. 3a, b), propagation of the
rectangular shoulder upon necking leads progressively to fragmentation of the film into well-ordered strips (Supplementary Video 3).
Comparable fracture was reported in ref. 22, in which deformation
of metal films on polymer substrates was examined and strategies for
maximizing the ductility of these composites were explored. As seen
in Fig. 3c, the straight, sharp-edged strips resulting from a glass film
fragmenting extend across the width of the fibre (about 1 mm) and are
separated by rectangular voids in a well-ordered array extending along
the whole fibre length. The optical properties of the flat fibre change
markedly as a result of cold-drawing. The undrawn fibre contains
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Figure 2 | Characterization of fragmentation induced by cold-drawing of
a PES fibre. a, Measurements of the average length L of fragmented microand nano-rods of chalcogenide glass (ChG; As2Se2; red circles) and tellurite
glass (TeG; 70TeO2‒20ZnO‒5K2O‒5Na2O; blue squares) of diameter D in a
PES fibre upon cold-drawing. The red solid and blue dashed lines are linear
fits with slopes f = L /D = 6 and 3.9 for ChG and TeG, respectively. Vertical
error bars represent the root-mean-squared (r.m.s.) length dispersion of
rods at each value of D (Supplementary Information). Insets are SEM
micrographs of individual rods resulting from the cold-drawing-driven
fragmentation of As2Se3 cores of diameters (from left to right) 200 nm, 1 μm
and 10 μm. b, Measured values of f for a host of materials embedded in a PES
fibre plotted against their Young’s modulus E; see Extended Data Table 1.
The dashed line corresponds to the ansatz f ≈ E/Ω , with Ω = 0.1 GPa
(such that f ≈ 10E when E is in gigapascals). Vertical error bars represent
the measured r.m.s. dispersion in f; horizontal error bars correspond to the
uncertainty in the measured E (those for TeG and ice29 reflect the range of
reported values). PhG, phosphate glass; PEO, polyethylene oxide; PS,
polystyrene. c, Stress–strain measurements of cylindrical PES fibres

produced by thermal drawing30 at different pre-stress values (ranging from
0.2 MPa to 7.8 MPa; see coloured-coded labels) identifying the four stages of
linear elasticity, cold-drawing, strain-hardening and failure. The coexistence
(dashed) lines and natural draw ratios (vertical dotted lines; values given
above the plot) at neck stabilization (both defined in d) are identified.
d, Schematic representation of the Considére model. The blue curve
corresponds to the true stress versus stretch in a strain-controlled
experiment. The solid black ‘coexistence’ line indicates necked and unnecked
regions coexisting at equal engineering stresses as local stretch varies from
the onset of necking to the natural draw ratio at which stable neck
propagation occurs. The dashed black lines serve as guides to the eye. Above
the plot is an SEM micrograph of a necked region in a PES fibre; the arrows
indicate the direction of the axial stress and shoulder propagation. e, von
Mises stress distributions from finite-element simulations of in-fibre core
(As2Se3) fragmentation during cold-drawing (at 5 mm s−1) of a PES fibre.
The five steps (i)–(v) correspond to increasing stretch values. Top panels
depict the full fibre; bottoms panels show the regions corresponding to that
highlighted by the rectangle in (i).

a 300-nm-thick, continuous As2Se3 film (Fig. 3b), which renders the
fibre opaque. Fragmentation (Fig. 3c) reduces the optical opacity as
a result of the voids opening up between the strips in the transparent
polymer (Fig. 3d, e). Optical spectral transmission measurements
reveal a blueshift of approximately 300 nm in the wavelength of the
absorption edge after film fragmentation (Fig. 3d). These observations are compared to theoretical predictions for a Fabry–Pérot optical
model of the fibre that additionally takes into account absorption, diffraction and Fresnel reflection23 (Fig. 3e); see Methods. It is important
to note that the change in the optical properties upon cold-drawing is a
consequence of the mechanical–geometric transformation undergone
by the embedded structure and not of the polymer itself.
Figure 3f–k reveals the effect of polymer pre-stress (applied during
thermal drawing of the fibre from the melt) on the uniformity and
integrity of the fragmented strips. Large pre-stresses (Fig. 3f, i) produce smaller draw ratios24 (less transverse contraction during neck

propagation) and a more uniform stress field within the shoulder,
resulting in longer and more-parallel strips. This effect is a consequence
of the greater orientation of polymer chains along the thermal drawing
direction when compared to fibres drawn at lower pre-stress values.
Low pre-stresses result in opposite trends; the film fragmentation is
more violent because the strain field is more two-dimensional; that is,
both the axial and transverse components are non-negligible. Shear
bands in low-melt pre-stressed fibres are expected to play a substantial
part in this outcome, which is borne out in finite-element simulations;
see Methods, Extended Data Fig. 3, and Supplementary Video 4 for a
video of the simulation. We retrieve in our simulations the experimentally observed ratio of strip width to film thickness (Fig. 3f–k) and also
observe prominent shear-banding in the polymer that could account
for the more violent fragmentation in the case of low pre-stress.
Several unique features of the in-fibre fragmentation process are
highlighted in Fig. 4. First, the procedure extends to scenarios in which
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Figure 3 | Fragmentation of a thin film embedded in a flat polymer
fibre undergoing cold-drawing. a, Optical micrograph of a flat PES (‘P’)
fibre containing a 300-nm-thick film of As2Se3 (‘G’) (cross-section shown
in inset), cold-drawn under axial stress. The propagating flat shoulder in
the direction of the arrow separates an intact region (darker colour) and
a reduced-size cold-drawn region (lighter colour). b, SEM micrograph
of intact glass (‘G’) film retrieved from the fibre before cold-drawing.
c, SEM micrograph of fragmented glass strips retrieved from the fibre after
cold-drawing. d, e, Measured (d) and simulated (e) optical transmission
through the flat fibre before (‘F’) and after (‘C’) cold-drawing. For
reference, the transmission through the polymer alone (‘P’) is plotted in
d. Inset is a photograph of a section of a fibre showing the change in the
optical appearance after cold-drawing-driven fragmentation. f–h, Optical
transmission micrographs of the necking region for three fibres produced
at different pre-stress levels (250 g, f; 150 g, g; 50 g, h). The white arrows
indicate the axial stress applied and the back arrow indicates the shoulderpropagation direction. Scale bars, 200 μm. i–k, Optical transmission
micrographs of the sections in f–h enclosed in dashed boxes. Scale bars,
50 μm.

a large number of cores are embedded in a single polymer fibre25
(about 4,000 cores, each of 500-nm diameter; Fig. 4a). All of the cores
simultaneously undergo fragmentation into uniformly sized rods.
Thus, this process is readily scalable to large-volume production.
Supplementary Video 5 shows an example of a parallelepiped polymer
fibre containing six cylindrical As2Se3 cores all undergoing fragmentation upon passage of the shoulder. Second, the length-to-diameter
ratio may be tuned by using cylindrical shells rather than solid cores
(Fig. 4b). Indeed, L /D for As2Se3, for example, changes from 6 for a
solid core (Fig. 2a) to 4.5 and 3.2 when the ratio of the outer to inner
diameter of the shell is 4 and 1.5, respectively (Fig. 4c). Here, only the
shell undergoes fragmentation, while both the polymer inner core and
the cladding are cold-drawn. After dissolving the polymer, hollow glass
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Figure 4 | Characteristics of cold-drawing-driven fragmentation.
a, Scalability of the in-fibre process. SEM micrograph of the fragmented
rods retrieved from a 1-mm-diameter PES fibre containing about 4,000
500-nm-diameter As2Se3 cores after cold-drawing. The left inset is a
schematic of the process and the right inset highlights the size of the
rods. b, Optical transmission micrographs before and after cold-drawing
of a fibre whose core has a core-shell structure, with the inner core and
cladding both PES (‘P’) and the shell As2Se3 (‘G’). Only the shell undergoes
fragmentation, while the inner core and cladding are both cold-drawn.
c, SEM micrographs of single hollow rods retrieved from a fibre such
as in b with different ratios of inner (polymer-core; Di) to outer
(glass-shell; Do) diameter. d, SEM micrographs of complex particle
structures. From left to right, parallelepiped Janus rod, hollow cylindrical
Janus rod, and triangular rod with square hole. Scale bars in c and
d, 10 μm. Schematics below the SEM micrographs in c and d show
cross-sections of the structures, with As2S3 (G1) coloured orange and
(As2Se3)99Ge1 (G2) coloured black. e, Self-healing of glass fragments after
thermal restoration. f, Photograph showing a polymer film (PES, ‘P’)
with gold (Au) deposited on it before and after cold-drawing. SEM
micrographs (left and right columns show two different magnifications) of
the fragmented 20-nm-thick and 70-nm-thick gold films.

microtubes are retrieved. Third, the geometry of the micro- or nanoparticles produced is limited only by the ability to structure the continuous core. Examples in Fig. 4d include bicompartmental
parallelepiped Janus particles, hollow cylindrical Janus particles, and
triangular particles with square holes. Such structures are produced
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at the macroscopic scale via extrusion and then thermally drawn into
a fibre with the desired transverse size; see Supplementary Information
for further structures (including solid cylindrical Janus and core-shell
particles). Cold-drawing then fragments the structures into particles
while maintaining the complex cross-section. Fourth, the fragmentation is thermoreversible (Fig. 4e): heating the drawn fibre above its
glass transition temperature results in self-healing of the fragmented
core as the initial fibre dimensions are restored. Upon heating the
fibre to its softening temperature, the tensile stress is released and
the polymer fibre contracts to its initial length via an imperfect
shape-memory effect (SME). As voids between the fractured glass
segments are eliminated, the segments fuse together (self-heal) and
re-form an intact longitudinal core. This effect is not a SME because—
by definition—SME can occur only in samples with continuous strain
histories.
Further, thermal drawing is not a necessary precursor to producing structures that undergo in-fibre fragmentation. Commercially
available polymer films may be directly exploited by coating them
with a relatively brittle material. For example, we show in Fig. 4f the
fragmentation of a 70-nm-thick gold layer that was sputtered onto a
75-μm-thick PES film. Cold-drawing of this composite results in fragmentation of the gold film into segments with widths of roughly 1.1 μm
along the cold-drawing axis (see Extended Data Fig. 4 for the fragmentation of gold films with thicknesses of 20–70 nm). These segments
produce a clear optical-diffraction-grating signature that is visually
apparent to the naked eye and indicate a grating of period of approximately 2.2 μm, which is consistent with Fig. 4f (see Extended Data Fig. 5
for optical measurements). Alternatively, a dry-erase marker pen can
be used to write straight, thick lines (widths of 2–5 mm) on the PES
film (Extended Data Fig. 6). The ink interacts with the top layer of
the polymer film to form an ~1-μm-thick brittle crust that fragments
upon cold-drawing in a manner similar to that of the gold film.
Cold-drawing has been a mainstay of mass-production of continuous threads in the synthetic fibre and textile industries over most of
the past century. It is a fundamental mechanical phenomenon that
extends to the processing of macroscale metals26,27 and nanocrystals28.
We have shown that this process can be exploited to fabricate discontinuous three-dimensional arrays of multimaterial micro- and nanostructures. Our results suggest potential applications of cold-drawing
in controlling the optical properties of macroscopic composite structures through dynamical and thermoreversible nanoscale mechanical
processes. This may lead to dynamical camouflaging via a nanoscale
Venetian-blind effect, scalable fabrication of micro- and nanoparticles
with arbitrary cross-sections, and large-area meta-surfaces for highly
sensitive detection of pathogens.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Methods

Fibre fabrication. The polymer cylindrical (Figs 1 and 2) and flat (Fig. 3) PES
fibres are produced by thermal drawing in a custom-built fibre draw tower. In case
of core materials that are thermally compatible with PES (that is, they soften in
an overlapping temperature range in which they have comparable viscosity10,11),
such as chalcogenide and tellurite glasses, the polymer cladding and glass core
are co-drawn into a fibre from a centimetre-scale ‘preform’. The fibre pre-stress
is set during the thermal drawing process; thermal drawing is followed by a
rapid quench. In the case of all other materials that are not thermally compatible
with PES, microfibres of these materials are first prepared (see Supplementary
Information) and then placed within a hollow-core PES fibre, which is thermally
drawn from a hollow preform. The fibre assembly is heated to enable collapse of
the PES around the core material and thus to produce strong adhesion between
PES and the core.
Thin-film preparation. The glassy chalcogenide films (Fig. 3) used are thermally evaporated under vacuum onto a thin PES film that is then incorporated
into a flat preform, thermally consolidated under vacuum, and subsequently
drawn into a fibre. The gold films (Fig. 4f) are deposited using a sputtering system (Cressington 108) onto commercially available 75-μm-thick PES thin films
(Ajedium). The thickness of the gold is controllable up to 50 nm by varying the
sputter time. Multiple sputtering procedures are performed to achieve thicknesses
exceeding 50 nm.
Stress–strain measurements. Stress–strain measurements of the fibres are
gathered from uniaxial tension testing performed via an Instron universal test
machine with a load cell resolution of ±0.01 N and the specimen ends are fixed
using TestResources wave-type grips. The initial clear length of the fibre between
the two grips is typically at least 20 cm. Each test is conducted under displacementcontrol of 10 mm min−1 to rupture.
Simulations for cylindrical fibres. The Explicit solver of the general-purpose
finite-element code ABAQUS31 is used for the computational analysis of the
cold-drawing and fragmentation processes. For the cylindrical fibres (Fig. 2e), an
axisymmetric model is built using CAX4R elements31 (5 μm × 5 μm) consisting
of three concentric 2.52-mm-long cylindrical layers (Extended Data Fig. 2a). The
inner section (10-μm radius) corresponds to the core material, the cladding section (500-μm radius) to the PES matrix. The stress–strain curve for PES (Extended
Data Fig. 2b) is based on the test data (Fig. 2c). These two layers are separated by
an interfacial layer32 that possesses similar properties to PES, but with much
weaker strength; we thus take the stress–strain curve for this interfacial layer to
be the same as for PES, but multiplied by a scalar factor that depends on the core
material. Extended Data Fig. 2c shows the stress–strain curve for the interfacial
layer when the core is As2Se3. For the core section, we use a brittle-cracking failure
model33 available in ABAQUS, which includes a linear elastic range (taken from
test data; see Supplementary Fig. 14f) and softening behaviour at crack propagation. We use an explicit code to predict necking in the PES cladding34–36.
Specifically, we use the elastic-viscoplastic continuum model proposed in ref. 36.
The model is calibrated with respect to the test data and implemented in ABAQUS
using the material subroutine VUMAT. In the simulations, the lower grip is fixed
and the upper grip is assigned a constant velocity of 5 mm s −1 upwards.
Simulations are conducted for multiple core materials, including As2Se3 (Extended
Data Fig. 2d), Si (Extended Data Fig. 2e), Ge and polystyrene. The results are
summarized in Extended Data Table 2. The average length-to-diameter ratios
L /D of fragmented rods and their standard deviations correlate well with the
measurements (Fig. 2b).
Simulations for flat fibres. The flat-fibre cold-drawing simulations are carried
out using a similar procedure to that for the cylindrical-fibre simulations. A planestrain model is built in the plane spanned by the longitudinal axis of the fibre and
the fibre thickness (y–z plane in Fig. 3a). This is a good approximation for the
thin film because the strain in the transverse direction is much smaller than that
in the other two directions during cold-drawing. A quarter of the cross-section is
modelled, with symmetric boundary conditions, using CPE4R elements31 approximately 75 nm × 1,000 nm in size. There are three sections defined in the simulation:
the film, an interfacial layer and the outer PES cladding. The dimensions used in
the simulation (Extended Data Fig. 3) are the same as those in the experiment
(Fig. 3a): the film and fibre thicknesses are 300 nm and 350 μm, respectively, and
the initial fibre length is 1.44 mm. The material models used are the same as those
used in the cylindrical cold-drawing simulations above (Extended Data Fig. 2). The
moving grip applies a constant tensile velocity of 2 mm s−1. Extrusion and mirror
methods31 are used to visualize the results in three dimensions. The width of the
fragmented strips in the cold-drawing simulation is 7.55 μm, which is in good
agreement with the measurements.
Animations. Supplementary Videos 2 and 4 show simulations of the cylindrical
fibre and of the flat fibre, respectively. In each video, the frames of the abovedescribed simulations are assembled, in addition to a view of the insets shown in

Fig. 2e (for the cylindrical fibre) and Extended Data Fig. 3 (for the flat fibre). In
both videos, the speed of the frames is reduced by a factor of 100 compared to the
time steps of the simulation drawing speed.
Optical model for transmission through fragmented glass films. We consider
an optical model of the flat fibre in Fig. 3a consisting of a 300-nm-thick film of
As2Se3 embedded in a 300-μm-thick, 2-mm-wide rectangular PES fibre (Fig. 3a).
The refractive index of PES np(λ) is extracted from spectroscopic ellipsometry
measurements in the wavelength range λ = 0.35–2 μm. The refractive index of the
glass ng(λ) is obtained from a Sellmeier equation37 and experimentally confirmed
by ellipsometric measurements, while spectral absorption in the visible range is
obtained from optical transmission measurements; optical transmission through
the thin glass film is negligible when λ < 0.5 μm. The glass–polymer interfaces give
rise to optical-field Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients rpg(λ) and
tpg(λ); the two air–polymer interfaces contribute a transmission coefficient tp(λ).
2 i 4π n g d 2
Transmission through the intact flat fibre is Tintact = |tp|2 |tpg|2 |1 + r pg
e λ | , in
which d is the thickness of the glass film and we have taken into consideration only
the first two Airy wavelets in the lossy Fabry–Perot resonator formed of the glass
film (absorption in the film diminishes the effect of higher-order reflected wavelets). Transmission through a cold-drawn sample embedding the fragmented glass
strips is calculated by weighing the transmission through an intact sample Tintact
and the transmission through a polymer sample Tp = |tp|2 with respect to the relative areas of the fragmented strips and the voids separating them. If we define δ
to be the ratio of the width of a void separating two strips to the width of a strip,
then the transmission through the cold-drawn sample is T = (αTp + βTintact)ηdiff,
in which α =

1
, β = 1 − α, ηdiff (λ) =
1+δ

∫det I(x )dx

∫total I(x )dx

is the fraction of light diffracted

through the evenly spaced glass strips that reaches the detector aperture as function
of wavelength, and I(x) is the intensity distribution in the detector plane. Using the
measured values of the refractive indices of the fibre materials in these formulae,
we calculate the theoretical optical transmission spectra plotted in Fig. 3e.
Diffraction measurements on fragmented gold films. The gold–PES cold-drawn
samples diffract transmitted (and reflected, Fig. 4f) white light, leading to angularselective visible colours. To quantify this observation, the diffracted spectra are
measured in transmission mode as a function of the angle with respect to the
axis defined by normal incidence. A broadband, incoherent, white-light optical
source is coupled into a multimode optical fibre by means of a fibre collimator,
and out-coupled light is collimated using a ×4 microscope objective lens. The
5 mm × 20 mm sample is placed at a distance of 10 cm from the lens, whereupon the
beam diameter is approximately 4 mm. Diffracted light at angle θ is coupled into a
multimode fibre via a lens with a 50-mm focal length, and the spectra are recorded
using an optical spectrum analyser (OSA; Advantest Q8381A); see Extended Data
Fig. 5a. The diffracted light is blueshifted at small angles and redshifted at large
angles (Extended Data Fig. 5b).
Assuming normal incidence on the film, the ideal grating equation indicates
that λ = Λsin(θ), in which λ is the wavelength, Λ is the grating period and θ is the
diffraction angle of the first diffraction order with respect to the normal to the film.
We identify θ with the peak diffracted wavelength λmax in Extended Data Fig. 5b,
so that we have the following pairings (λmax, θ): (420 nm, 10.6°), (700 nm, 17.4°)
and (800 nm, 21.2°). These measurements indicate grating periods Λ of 2.3 μm,
2.34 μm and 2.21 μm, respectively, which are consistent with the SEM micrographs
in Fig. 4f.
Preparing ink-written films for cold-drawing. The ink–PES samples are prepared by cutting a 75-μm-thick PES film (Ajedium) into strips with dimensions of
about 5 mm × 10 cm. Using a black permanent marker, thick lines (approximately
2–5-mm thick) are painted on one face of the strips. The marker tip is traced on
the PES film only once to avoid non-uniformities in the ink layer left on the film
surface (Extended Data Fig. 6a). The samples are dried for a few seconds and then
cold-drawn by symmetrically pulling both ends using a pair of pliers (Extended
Data Fig. 6b). The optical appearance of the film (Extended Data Fig. 6c) changes
immediately after cold-drawing, whereupon bright coloured optical diffraction
bands are visible to the eye. SEM micrographs of the surface of the film (Extended
Data Fig. 6d, e) reveal that the ink absorbed at the surface of the film produces a
crust with an average thickness of <1 μm. The thickness of the crust tapers at the
edges of the drawn line. We find that the ink crust after cold-drawing fragments
into strips whose width is proportional to the crust thickness. The ink-crust strips
are parallel and aligned orthogonally to the cold-drawing axis (the long dimension
of the polymer strip), similarly to the observations in Fig. 3 with the glass films
embedded in a flat polymer fibre. Thus, at the edge of the line where the thickness
drops rapidly, we concomitantly observe a rapid drop in the width of the strips
(Extended Data Fig. 6e).
Cold-drawing break-up versus stress transfer in fibre-reinforced composites.
The results presented here are related to the shear-lag fracture (SLF) phenomena
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often observed in fibre-reinforced composites. However, the fragmentation we
report is distinct from canonical SLF in both aim and character, as follows.
(1) In traditional composites, the role of the core is to strengthen the fibre. By
contrast, our goal is to exploit the cold-drawing process to produce controlled
fragmentation of the core. In other words, we exploit SLF rather than seeking to
avoid it as has been the focus of most previous work.
(2) There are several aspects that distinguish the SLF process reported here
from canonical SLF. Since the seminal work by Cox20, the standard theoretical
frameworks for analysing stress transfer in composites have used uniaxial models. Most treatments have assumed that there is no load transfer at the fibre ends
because they are both ‘free’. By contrast, our fibres are semi-infinite; fracture occurs
at the free end, while the other end remains tethered to the remainder of the core.
More fundamentally, cold-drawing necessarily produces non-trivial multi-axial
stresses4,21, especially in thin films22. We expect that these distinguishing features
will stimulate future theoretical and experimental investigations into SLF.
(3) In contrast to canonical SLF where fragmentation typically occurs simultaneously in many locations, our core fibres fragment only within the advancing
neck front. Once a fragment of the core is separated, it does not undergo any
further fracture.
(4) Core fracture occurs as the core passes through the propagating shoulder,
producing multimaterial rods of controllable length. Alternatively, when one of the
materials making up the core is the same polymer used as the cladding, this portion
of the core/fibre undergoes cold-drawing and remains intact while the remaining
materials fracture. This feature enables the production of hollow structures via
selective dissolution of polymer.
Extended Data Fig. 1 illustrates the distinction between SLF that takes place in
the process reported here and in tradition fibre-reinforced composites. The nature
of each fracture event taking place during the necking of the polymer fibres is the
same as that occurring in SLF in composite materials. In both cases, a local brittle
fracture takes place. The fundamental difference lies in the global dynamics of the
break-up process.
Traditional SLF. In the case of traditional SLF38–41 (Extended Data Fig. 1b), the
setting is typically that of a composite material, usually fibres in a matrix (what we
call core in a cladding). When axial stress is applied, random brittle fractures occur
along the fibres. This process continues as long as the stress is applied or until a
minimum size of the fractured fibre segments is reached. If the stress is removed
before saturation is reached, then what remains is a collection of fibre fragments
of unequal, random lengths. Re-applying the axial stress leads to a continuation of
the brittle fracture (still localized in the shoulder) until saturation. Post-saturation,
the axial stress does not lead to further fracture.
Fragmentation during cold-drawing. In the case of fragmentation during cold-drawing
(Extended Data Fig. 1a), the polymer cladding (or matrix) undergoes necking
that is by and large independent of the brittle core. During the propagation of the
neck upon axial stress, the core undergoes brittle fracture in an orderly fashion on
a global scale: the fracture occurs sequentially within the moving shoulder. This
process continues as long as the axial stress is applied or until the fibre becomes
fully drawn. If the axial stress is removed before the fibre is fully drawn, then we are
left with a section of the core that is intact and that has not undergone fracture (the
section with the undrawn polymer), and a section that has fractured in a periodic
sequence of equally sized fragments (the drawn section of the polymer fibre).
Re-applying the axial stress results in a continuation of necking and resumption
of the associated fragmentation. After the fibre is fully drawn, no more fragmentation takes place.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Schematic contrasting controlled (sequential)
and uncontrolled (random) thread fragmentation. a, The designed
fragmentation process that takes place during cold-drawing of a fibre
consisting of a brittle core embedded in a ductile cladding. The overall

length of the sample increases considerably when fully drawn. b, The
random fragmentation that takes place during stress transfer in a
composite sample consisting of a fibre embedded in a matrix. Thick purple
arrows indicate externally applied stress.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Stress–strain models of the materials used in
the finite-element computational model. a, Axisymmetric structure used
in the computational model. P, polymer (PES); I, interfacial layer; C, core.
The same polymer and interfacial layer are used in the cylindrical and flat
fibre simulations. Various core materials are used. b, Stress–strain model
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for the PES cladding (‘P’ in a). c, Stress–strain model (including both
elastic range and post-failure softening) for the PES interfacial layer
(‘I’ in a). d, Stress–strain model for an As2Se3 core material (‘C’ in a).
e, Stress–strain model for a silicon (Si) core; see Supplementary Figs 14
and 15.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Simulation of cold-drawing in a flat fibre
containing a thin brittle film. The results of nonlinear finite-element
simulations showing contour plots of the evolving von Mises stress
distribution with increasing stretch, using the same (isotropic) materials
(PES and As2Se3) as in the cylindrical case (Fig. 2e and Extended Data
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Fig. 2). The five steps (i)–(v) correspond to increasing stretch values.
Top panels depict the full fibre; bottoms panels show the regions
corresponding to that highlighted by the rectangle in (i). P, polymer (PES);
G, glass (As2Se3).
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Fragmentation of a gold thin film under colddrawing. Each row corresponds to a different thickness of gold (20 nm,
30 nm, 40 nm and 70 nm) sputtered onto a 75-μm-thick PES film. The

columns show SEM micrographs of the gold films after cold-drawing at
two different scales to highlight the dependence of the average fragment
size on the thickness of the gold layer. P, PES film; Au, sputtered gold.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Spectral diffraction measurements from a
gold film fragmented by cold-drawing. a, Optical set-up used to measure
the spectrum of light diffracted at an angle θ from a thin gold film of
thickness 70 nm on a 75-μm-thick PES film after fragmentation via colddrawing (Extended Data Fig. 4, first row). OSA, optical spectrum analyser;
FC, fibre coupler; θ is the angle with respect to normal incidence on the
film. b, Measured diffracted spectra on a vertical logarithmic scale. The
spectra are normalized with respect to the input optical spectrum. Each
spectrum is then normalized to its maximum value.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Fragmentation of a layer of ink on PES under
cold-drawing. a, b, Photographs depicting the cold-drawing procedure.
a, A line is drawn on a 75-μm-thick PES film (5 mm × 10 cm) using a
dry-erase marker pen. b, Using two pliers, the two ends of the strip are
pulled symmetrically by hand until cold-drawing is complete. c, After
cold-drawing, the optical appearance of the strip changes and coloured
diffracted bands are apparent to the naked eye (the marker pen is used to

,

3

write across the whole film surface). d, SEM micrograph of the drawn line
reveals that a crust is formed at the PES surface that fragments into strips
that are orthogonal to the cold-drawing axis (similarly to in Figs 3 and 4f),
which are behind the new optical properties of the strip seen in c.
e, SEM micrograph of the edge of the drawn line, showing a tapering of the
thickness of the ink crust, and concomitant drop in fragmentation period.
I, ink-polymer crust; P, PES polymer film.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Measured values of L /D and measured and reported values of E, for different core materials

The measures values of L /D are means, with the standard deviation (‘St. Dev.’) also given for each material. The measured and reported values of E are means, with E ± Δ
indicating the range of measured values, and Δ indicating the range of reported values. PhG, phosphate glass; ChG, chalcogenide glass; TeG, tellurite glass; PEO, polyethylene
oxide; PS, polystyrene. Reported values are from refs 42–56, as indicated.
(1)
We did not measure E for the TeG used in our experiments. We produced polymer-TeG fibres by thermal co-drawing, which requires that the polymer and the glass have overlapping softening temperatures Tsoft (in our context, this refers to the temperature at which the viscosity drops to values compatible with thermal drawing, typically
104–106 Poise). All TeG materials reported in the literature have a Tsoft that is substantially higher than that of engineering thermoplastic polymers such as PES. We modified the
TeG composition to reduce Tsoft. However, the TeG composition we used is hygroscopic; while the TeG is isolated from the ambient environment within the PES cladding, it remains
stable; once the PES cladding is removed (to measure E), the TeG takes up moisture and becomes brittle. We expect that E is reduced when the Tsoft of the material is reduced.
(2)
We did not measure E for ice and instead plot in Fig. 2b the range of values that have been reported in the literature. This range is quite large, because E for ice depends on
temperature, pressure, contaminants in the water, and so on. It is difficult to determine exactly the temperature of the ice during necking, but it is expected that the ice is in the
process of melting and thus we estimate that E is on the lower end of the specified range.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Comparison of simulated and measured (Fig. 2b) average value of L/D (denoted L /D) and its standard deviation for
different core materials
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The cladding polymer is PES.
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